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Abstract: Optical polyimide (PI) membrane is a potential substrate to fabricate a diffractive primary
lens in large aperture space-borne telescope. In this paper, we investigated the wet expansion behavior
of PI via a strain gauge method and measured the coefficient of wet expansion (CWE) of PI membrane
supported by different fixtures. The CWE of silica-fixed, ring-fixed, and free state PI membrane were
near zero, 5 ppm/%, and 10 ppm/% respectively. It is found that Fresnel zone lens (FZL), based on PI
membrane with lower CWE, achieve a better imaging quality with smaller wave-front errors. The
underlying mechanisms and methods to improve imaging quality of ring-fixed FZL are discussed.
This work provides direction in fabricating a flexible membrane diffractive lens with applicable
imaging quality.

Keywords: optical polyimide membrane; diffractive lens; coefficient of wet expansion (CWE);
wave-front errors

1. Introduction

Polyimide (PI), with unique properties such as good space environmental adaptability, excellent
chemical stability, and mechanical properties, has been widely applied in aerospace engineering, micro
manufacturing, display panels industry, and so on [1]. A Fresnel zone lens (FZL) is fabricated by
photolithography and subsequent etching process to form concentric rings in an optical substrate,
and act as a diffractive lens. A traditional silica substrate-based FZLs are commercialized products,
and different fabrication methods are available according to different technical specifications [2].
Large aperture FZLs, based on thin polyimide membranes, are promising primary lenses, used to
build space-based telescopes, due to their light-weight and relaxed surface figure tolerance [3–8].
Wave-front error is the key parameter in evaluating the imaging quality of FZLs. The wave-front
error of PI membrane, FZL, is theoretically influenced by substrate wave-front error and fabrication
errors [9–12]. The key fabrication error for PI membrane FZL is structure position error (∆rm), as
shown in Figure 1 [13–15]. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) fabricated a PI membrane
FZL and found that PI membrane expands and contracts substantially as humidity level of testing
environment changes [16].
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traditional method that measures CWE of PI membrane, through an optical microscope, lacks 

precision and does not measure real-time data. Studies on the wave-front error of PI membrane 

FZL are rarely published. Further research needs to assess the way wet expansion behavior affects 

imaging quality of PI membrane FZL.  

 

Figure 1. Schematic of Polyimide (PI) membrane Fresnel zone lens (FZL). 

In this paper, we introduced a new method, based on strain gauges to online monitor wet 

expansion behavior of PI membranes, supported by different fixtures. We measured CWE of PI 
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membrane FZLs, supported by a silica fixture and ring fixture, and measured corresponding 

wave-front errors. Finally, we discussed the influence of CWE on wave-front error and put forward 

possible approaches to eliminating the effect of wet expansion behavior on wave-front error. 

2. Results and Discussion 

Optical grade PI membranes were synthesized by 1,2,4,5-Benzenetetracarboxylic anhydride 

(PMDA) and 2,2’-Bistrifluoromethylbenzidine, and formed uniform membranes with 25 μm 

thickness and Φ80 mm aperture by multiple spin cast and imidization. We prepared three PI 

membrane samples, where the first was stretched and supported between two Φ80 mm aluminum 

ring-shape fixtures, as shown in Figure 2a below; the second was supported by silica substrate via 

vacuum contact, as shown in Figure 2b below and; the third was a free-state PI, without fixture. We 

also prepared a pure silica substrate as the fourth sample. 

 

Figure 2. PI membrane supported by ring-shape fixture (a), PI membrane supported by silica 

substrate (b) and strain gauge glued on sample surface (c). 

Commercial strain gauges BA120-3AA(11)-Q400 (Jingce Dianqi Co., Ltd, Hanzhong, China), 

with resistance value 119.9 ± 0.1 Ω and sensitivity coefficient 2.06% ± 1%, were glued on the sample 

surface, shown in Figure 2c. Strain data was recorded and processed by DH3820 system with 2 Hz 

sampling frequency. Then we placed all four samples in 5% tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide 

(TMAH) solution at room temperature for more than 5 h to simulate development process.  

The results are shown in the Figure 3 below, in which the red line refers to sample in free state, 

the green line refers to sample supported by ring-shape fixture, the purple line stands for sample 

Figure 1. Schematic of Polyimide (PI) membrane Fresnel zone lens (FZL).

This behavior can distort the diffraction pattern, if the temperature and humidity change from
laboratory to field, especially when the field is in space.

Previous studies of PI materials mostly focus on achieving good thermal and mechanical properties,
tailoring coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and Young’s modulus [17,18]. Published papers
on PI’s wet expansion behavior mainly look at the water absorbing mechanism and its electric
application [19–21]. Blumentritt explored PI membrane’s anisotropy and dimensional stability and
found that coefficient of wet expansion (CWE) varies in different directions, and anisotropy behavior
was correlated to molecular orientation [22]. However, a traditional method that measures CWE of
PI membrane, through an optical microscope, lacks precision and does not measure real-time data.
Studies on the wave-front error of PI membrane FZL are rarely published. Further research needs to
assess the way wet expansion behavior affects imaging quality of PI membrane FZL.

In this paper, we introduced a new method, based on strain gauges to online monitor wet expansion
behavior of PI membranes, supported by different fixtures. We measured CWE of PI membrane,
supported by ring-shape fixture under different stress. Then we fabricated two PI membrane FZLs,
supported by a silica fixture and ring fixture, and measured corresponding wave-front errors. Finally,
we discussed the influence of CWE on wave-front error and put forward possible approaches to
eliminating the effect of wet expansion behavior on wave-front error.

2. Results and Discussion

Optical grade PI membranes were synthesized by 1,2,4,5-Benzenetetracarboxylic anhydride
(PMDA) and 2,2’-Bistrifluoromethylbenzidine, and formed uniform membranes with 25 µm thickness
and Φ80 mm aperture by multiple spin cast and imidization. We prepared three PI membrane samples,
where the first was stretched and supported between two Φ80 mm aluminum ring-shape fixtures, as
shown in Figure 2a below; the second was supported by silica substrate via vacuum contact, as shown
in Figure 2b below and; the third was a free-state PI, without fixture. We also prepared a pure silica
substrate as the fourth sample.
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Commercial strain gauges BA120-3AA(11)-Q400 (Jingce Dianqi Co., Ltd., Hanzhong, China), with
resistance value 119.9 ± 0.1 Ω and sensitivity coefficient 2.06% ± 1%, were glued on the sample surface,
shown in Figure 2c. Strain data was recorded and processed by DH3820 system with 2 Hz sampling
frequency. Then we placed all four samples in 5% tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution
at room temperature for more than 5 h to simulate development process.

The results are shown in the Figure 3 below, in which the red line refers to sample in free state,
the green line refers to sample supported by ring-shape fixture, the purple line stands for sample
supported by silica substrate, and the blue line represents pure silica substrate. Notably, silica-fixed PI
achieves near zero CWE similar to silica substrate. The reason is that PI membrane and silica substrate
formed strong adhesive force through vacuum contact. We also found that CWE of ring-fixed PI is
smaller than that of free state PI.
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Figure 3. PI membrane’s response to water absorption under different fixing states.

Accurate CWEs of PI membrane, supported by ring-fixture with different initial stress, were
measured through humidity program, as shown in Figure 4 below. Humidity was controlled by
HUT720P environmental test chamber (Hardy Technology Co., Ltd., Chongqing, China), with nominal
10%–98% range.
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CWE is calculated by Equation (1) in which ∆L/L stands for strain and ∆H stands for humidity change:

CWE =
∆L

L × ∆H
(1)
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The results are shown in the Figure 5 below, where the red line refers to the sample in free-state
(initial stress = 0 MPa), the blue line refers to sample under 5 MPa initial stress, and the black line refers
to sample under 10 MPa initial stress.
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Figure 5. Effect of initial stress on wet expansion behavior of ring-fixed PI membrane.

It was found that once humidity increases, the ring-fixed PI membrane expands less than 50% of
free state PI membrane, and the corresponding CWE is around 5 ppm/%. We also notice that humidity
from 30% to 60% initial stress of ring-fixed PI membrane does not influence CWE and humidity from
60% to 90% larger initial stress corresponds to lower CWE. The possible reason is that, when humidity
increases from 60% to 90%, the stress of PI membrane continues to decrease, and at some point, the
sample under 5 MPa initial stress becomes free state, while the sample under 10 MPa initial stress still
keeps stretched. The underlying mechanism is that, once PI has expansion trend upon absorbing water,
the ring relaxes a little thus exerting lower stress to PI leading to a shrinkage trend. The final impact is
that the real expansion is lower than the free-state PI, as illustrated in Figure 6 below. The black line
refers to expansion trend and its slope equals CWE of free state PI membrane. The red line refers to the
shrinkage trend, and its slope is the decreased strain divided by increased humidity.
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Because the membrane and ring-fixture are under static equilibrium, Equation (2) is established;
on the left side m0 is original size of PI membrane under humidity H1, m1 is stretched size of PI
under humidity H1, Em and Am refer to Young’s modulus and cross sectional area of PI and remain
unchanged with humidity. On the right side k0 is original size of ring fixture, k1 is compressed size of
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ring fixture under humidity H1, Ek and Ak refer to Young’s modulus and cross sectional area of ring
fixture and remain unchanged with humidity:

m1 −m0

m0
EmAm =

k0 − k1

k0
EkAk (2)

m2 −m′0
m′0

EmAm =
k0 − k2

k0
EkAk (3)

Assume that humidity increases from H1 to H2 (H2 > H1), a new static equilibrium is established,
as expressed by Equation (3), where on the left side m2, is the stretched size of PI under humidity H2,
m’0 is original size of PI membrane under humidity H2. On the right side k2 is the compressed size of
ring fixture under humidity H2. It is obvious that the sizes of PI and fixture have relations shown in
Equations (4)–(7).

m0 < m1 < m2 (4)

k1 < k2 < k0 (5)

m1 = k1 (6)

m2 = k2 (7)

The right side of Equation (3) is smaller than the right side of Equation (2) because (k0 − k1) > (k0

− k2), whereas on the left side m2 > m1, thus, to match the Equations, there must be m’0 > m0. It is
reasonable because wet expansion causes stress release, and m’0 and m0 follow Equation (8), by which
∆H equals (H2 − H1) and CWE is of free state PI. We can also transform Equation (2) to Equation (9):

m′0 = (1 + ∆H ×CWE)m0 = αm0 (8)

m1 −m0

k0 − k1
=

m0EkAk

k0EmAm
= β (9)

Then we can derive a relationship between m2 and m1 in Equation (10). α and β are used for
simplification. Because α > 1, thus m2/m1 < α and Equation (11) can be derived:

m2

m1
= α·

1 + β

1 + αβ
(10)

m2 = (1 + ∆H ×CWE′)m1. (11)

In Equation (11) CWE’ is a ring-fixed PI membrane and there must be CWE’ < CWE. This explains
why CWE of ring-fixed PI is less than that of free state PI.

Then, FZLs were fabricated on ring-fixed, with 10 MPa initial stress, and silica-fixed PI membranes,
by contact photolithography and subsequent reactive ion etching. Fabrication process is shown in
Figure 7 below and detailed photolithography and etching process parameters are listed in Table 1 below.
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Figure 7. Process flow of FZL fabrication on ring-fixed PI membrane (a) and silica-fixed PI membrane (b).

Table 1. Detailed process parameters.

Process Steps Parameters Humidity

Photoresist AZ3100, 2000 rpm, 60 s 40%–60%
Soft bake 100 ◦C, 5 min 10%–20%
Exposure 4.5 mW/cm2, 20 s 40%–60%

Development 5% TMAH, 30 s 100%
Hard bake 120 ◦C, 5 min 10%–20%

Dry etching O2, 30 sccm, 1 Pa, 100 W, 5 min 0%

Finally, the wave-front errors of fabricated FZLs were measured. The schematic of wave-front
error measurement system is shown in the Figure 8 below with site photo. Interferometer and high
precision standard mirror were applied to form a self-collimating light path, the PI membrane lens was
placed between interferometer and a standard mirror, where the focal plane of interferometer and of
Fresnel lens overlapped with each other.
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Figure 8. The schematic of wave-front error measurement system and site photo.

Wave-front error of the PI membrane lens is sensitive to the position accuracy of Fresnel
structures [23]. Our designed F# is 10 and maximum acceptable wave-front error is λ/20 in root mean
square (RMS). The optical wave-front of PI membrane and silica substrate is less than λ/30 in RMS. The
results are shown in Figure 9 below, where silica-fixed PI lens achieved good imaging quality with
wave-front error smaller than λ/30 in RMS, and ring-fixed PI lens acquired wave-front error about λ/3
in RMS. The result demonstrates that silica-fixed PI membrane with near zero CWE ensures structure
position accuracy of PI membrane FZL. The result also reveals that ring-fixed PI membrane with CWE
around 5 ppm/% experienced considerable deformation and caused saddle-shaped astigmatism, as
shown in Figure 9b, which indicates anisotropic expansion in plane.
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Figure 9. The wave-front error of silica-fixed (a) and ring-fixed (b) PI membrane FZLs.

Moreover, if we lower the temperature of the ring fixture when humidity increases, it is possible
to eliminate deformation and achieve good imaging quality. Because in Equation (3), if temperature
of ring fixture is lowered, the original size of ring decreases from k0 to k’0 to balance the Equation.
Similarly, we can increase the temperature of the ring fixture when humidity decreases. Therefore, if
initial stress of ring-fixed PI membrane is isotropic and sufficient, it is possible to achieve good imaging
quality by controlling the temperature of the ring fixture.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we introduced a method based on strain gauge to study the wet expansion behaviors
of PI membranes, supported by different fixture, and found that silica-fixed PI membrane achieves
near zero CWE and FZL, based on silica-fixed PI achieves good imaging quality. We also measured
CWE of ring-fixed PI under different stress and discussed the underlying mechanisms. Controlling the
ring fixture temperature is expected to eliminate membrane deformation brought by humidity change
and achieve good imaging quality for ring-fixed PI membrane FZL.
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